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Abstract
Three-dimensional (3D) printing refers to a process of deposition of materials to fabricate three
dimensional objects by implication of materials such as plastic polymers, metal, ceramics or even
living cells. The process involved in printing of living tissues is named as 3D bioprinting. Recent
advances in the field of 3D Bio-printing has given rise to new possibilities in the manufacturing of
customized patient-tailored (bioactive tissue) constructs which show a great degree of resemblance
to the patient’s native tissue for oral and craniofacial reconstruction.
Various application of additive manufacturing has gained much attention in the medical and
dental domain. The improved quality and cost effectiveness has contributed to their increased use
on patients. This review concisely summarized the different methods used in Bio printing, their
various advantages and set-backs. It elaborates the concept behind bio-ink and focuses on
different materials utilized to manufacture Bio-inks. Emphasis was given on various applications of
bio printing in craniofacial and dental tissue regeneration, highlighting the recent advances in this
upcoming field which would make bioprinting a routine procedure in our daily practices in future.
Review (J Int Dent Med Res 2019; 12(3): 1202-1210)
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Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) printing also
called as additive manufacturing is a process in
which entities are fabricated by placing materials
layer by layer to yield a three-dimensional
assembly. This method can produce any 3D
object with the help of computer aided design
(CAD). Prof. Chuck Hull, the founder of stereolithography technology printed the world’s first 3D
model by solidifying a polymer material assisted
with the help of a Laser. It has established its use
in dentistry in many ways such as fabrication of
customized prosthesis, personalized implants
pertaining to an area and anatomical models to
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perform mock surgery prior to orthognathic
surgery.it is done by using large and fast 3D
printers by “rapid prototyping machines” to
manufacture 3D models and molds. Another
prospective extension of the 3D printing
technology emerged in the early 21st century
called as Bio-printing. It is an amalgamation of
engineering and cell biology. This procedure
enables artificial construction of living tissues and
organs by a three dimensional, layer upon layer
deposition of living cells along with a suitable
protective and supportive matrix using various
printing modalities.1 This review explains the
upcoming novel field of Bio printing, which shows
promising solutions for treating comorbidities
using tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine. Although this method is in elementary
stage but in future, it can revolutionize the
treatments of a multitude of oral as well as orofacial comorbidities by producing autografts and
donor tissues such as jaw bones, periodontal
ligament, cartilage, vascular network and blood
vessels.
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Types of bio-printing methods
Many 3D printing technology have
evolved over last two decades. Each one of them
have their applications and limitations. The type
of printing processes depends on the bio ink
material chosen and its compatibility with the
printer. A brief description of various bioprinting
methods, their advantages and disadvantages
are discussed below.
Inkjet bio-printing
The first Bio-printing technology developed,
Inkjet Bio-printing2 which produced droplets of
well-regulated and controlled sizes, sourced from
a pre-loaded cartridge containing the bio-ink
material. It functions on the principle of
thermal/piezoelectric deformation of printer head.
The complete printing process is controlled
electronically via a designated software which
deposits cell containing droplets at frequencies of
approximately 10,000/sec.3–6 However, one of
the major drawback is its non-compatibility with
Bio-ink droplets having high viscosity (15mPa/s)/
Density (>1x106 cells/ml).3,7,8
Laser assisted bio-printing (LAB)
LAB functions on the Laser Induced
Forward Transfer mechanism.3 In this procedure
the upper layer is a donor layer comprising of an
energy absorbing top zone and bio-ink
suspended at the bottom layer. A pulsed laser
beam is focused on the energy absorbing zone. It
absorbs the laser energy and creates increased
gas pressure, causing the propulsion of the cell
droplets towards the collector slide (Biopaper/Culture plates/Scaffolds). Here individual
tissue particles subsequently integrate to form a
fully functional organ incorporated with desired
spatial configuration of the 3D construct,
obtained by guiding the path of the laser beam.9
With LAB, a wider array of bio-ink material can
be used 10 as this enables printing of highly
viscous cell droplets (1-300 mPa/s). Laser
assisted printing shows greater cell viability
greater than (95%) the former (85%).11
Micro-entrusion bio-printing (MEB)
This method of bio-printing is based on
fused deposition and solution deposition
modeling technology. It uses a fluid dispenser
along with an automated robotic system for
extrusion printing. Fluid dispenser is based on
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either an air-driven or Piston pressure assisted
system that deposits the Bio-Ink in the form of
cylindrical filaments according to the required
design.12 It produces mechanically and
structurally
strong
supportive
polymeric
constructs and 3D scaffolds which can be used in
bio-printing of bone tissues.11,13,14 Major concern
with this method is cell deformation due to the
sheer stress of highly viscous fluids which could
potentially lead to cell death.13,14 Detailed
comparison of these three types are mentioned
in table1.
Parameters

Inkjet

Laser
assisted

Micro-extrusion

Resolution15,16

High (50µm)

High (100600µm)

Moderate (5 µm–
1mm)

Droplet size15

50-300µm wide
<20µm
droplets

100 µm -1mm
wide droplets

Accuracy15

Medium

High

Medium-Low

Print speed3,15,17

Fast (1-10,000
droplets/sec)

Medium
(200-1600
mm/sec)

Slow (10-50
µm/sec)

Low (3.5-12
mPa/sec)

1-300
mPa/sec

High (30 mPa/sec
to above 6×107
mPa/sec)

Cell density14,15

Low (106 – 107
cells/mL)

Medium (cell
spheroids)

High (106 – 107
cells/mL)

Cell viability7,20

>85 %

>85 %

40% - 80%

Structural and
Mechanical
integrity15

Low

High

Low/medium

Fabrication
time15

Medium

Long

Short

Cost16,21

Low

High

Medium

Applications22–24

Blood vessel,
Blood vessel,
Blood vessel,
bone, cartilage,
bone, cartilage, bone, skin,
neuron, muscle,
neuron.
adipose.
tumor.

Materials for Bio
inks4,5,25–28

Alginate,
PEGDMA,
Collagen

Supported
viscosities
14,15,18,19

Collagen,
Matrigel

Alginate, Gel MA,
Collagen

Table 1. Comparison of Various Types of BioPrinting Methods
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Bio-ink
Three dimensional Bio-printers function
on the suitable cell delivery media which support
the growth,
proliferation
of
intercellular
communication and differentiation of living cells
ultimately to achieve complete regeneration of
the defect in concern.29 The selection of the
various biomaterials in designing the bio-ink is
dependent on research-specific needs, type of
organs, tissues and cells to be regenerated and
the type of printer being used. An ideal bio-ink
should have characteristic physical or chemical
cell encapsulation with high cell viability during
pre and post printing process.30 The surface
tension and viscosity must be under control. It
should be bioactive to guide the cellular
maturation and regeneration of the defects and
be biodegradable in order to be replaced by the
newly formed tissue.31
Bio-inks can be classified broadly as
scaffold based and scaffold free materials.
Scaffold based constructs:
a. Hydrogels are the most widely used
bio-ink material used in conjunction with Inkjet,
laser assisted and extrusion based bioprinters.1,30 It is a combination of an Extra-cellular
matrix and living cells in the form of a prepolymer solution that undergoes physical or
chemical cross linking to form self-supported
structures. The encapsulated cells in the Bio-ink
are cultured in suitable media in the laboratory
and are deposited at sub-human body
temperatures.32
b. Decellularized matrix-based bio-ink is
produced by the lysis and extraction of the
cellular components of the native tissue with the
conservation of the extracellular matrix. It is
employed in the extrusion-based bio-printing and
offers good bio-mimicry. In this process, tissue
specific-customized constructs can be fabricated
but it is expensive and lacks adequate
mechanical strength required for fabrication of
load bearing large constructs.33
c. Microcarriers are porous constructs
of natural or synthetic materials used in Extrusion
based bio-printing that facilitate cellular
attachments, growth and maturation with
improved mechanical properties. Clogging of the
nozzle head, expense and subsequent
decreased accuracy while printing are some of
the issues reported previously.34
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Hydrogel
Agarose40

Chitosan41

Alginate42

CollagenI

41,43

Fibrin44

Gelatin

4542

Hyaluronic
Acid (HA)42,43

Matrigel46

Advantages
Good
mechanical
strength
characteristics,
economical
Highly
biocompatible,
Antibacterial and
antifungal
properties

Disadvantages

Cell type used

Exhibits poor cell
adhesion and
attachment

Human neural
stem cells

Human neural
stem cells and
Restricted to small
human
constructs, delayed
Adipocyte
gelation, poor
derived
mechanical properties mesenchymal
stem cells
(ADSC)

Good strength
characteristics
can be used in
fabrication of
complex 3-D
Poor cell adhesion,
structures, fast clogging issues
gelation,
economical, and
adequate
stability
Gelation process is
Facilitates cell
slow, poor mechanical
adhesion and
properties, Absence of
attachment and
uniform distribution of
good printability
cells

Human neural
stem cells

Human Bone
and amniotic
fluid derived
stem cells
Human
amniotic fluid
stem cells,
human Bone
Marrow
derived
Mesenchymal
stem cells
(BMSC)

Promotes
angiogenesis,
Favorable
gelation
properties

Immunologic
concerns, risk of
microbial
contamination, poor
mechanical stability

Promotes cell
adhesion

Unstable/fragile/weak
mechanical properties,
Human cardiac
poor abilities without
progenitor cells
combining with other
materials

Vital for ECM
development,
promotes
angiogenesis
and cell
proliferation, fast
gelation
Produces
mechanically
strong
constructs with
high cell vitality,
promotes cell
differentiation
and integration
with host tissue

Table 2.
Hydrogels

Rapid biological
degradation, poor
mechanical stability
and characteristics

Human cardiac
progenitor
cells, Human
BMSCs

Clogging issues made Human
from tumor cells
epithelial cells

Overview

of

Various

Available

Scaffold free Bio-inks: Scaffold free Bioinks are used for printing highly dense cellular
constructs with the absence of any supporting
hydrogel or matrix. It applies extrusion-based bioprinting method. It consists of cell suspensions in
suitable growth media that facilitate cellular
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interactions and deposition of extra cellular
matrix. The tissue spheroids produced exhibits
enhanced tissue bio-mimicry and cellular
interactions.35,36 Tissue spheroids, are spherical
aggregates of cells with favorable structural
integrity used for tissue engineering and drug
testing. However, the whole process is very labor
intensive with difficulty in extraction of
prematurely fused cellular aggregates. Cell
pellets and tissue strands are viewed as
alternatives in scaffold free Bio-inks.37,38
Cell pellets are concentrated cellular
aggregates wherein the growth of these cells is
dictated by a supporting polymer mold. Tissue
strands are manually-guided to synthesise
constructs in dissolvable alginate tubes that have
properties equivalent to cartilaginous tissue
regeneration.39
Natural hydrogels: Various available
natural hydrogels and their compatible cell types
were presented in table 2.
Synthetic hydrogels: Various available
synthetic hydrogels and their compatible cell
types were presented in table 3.
Applications of Bio-printing in the field
of craniofacial and dental tissue regeneration:
Bone:
Engineering of craniofacial bone tissue
has been done by scaffold-based approaches
and various biomaterials have been used in
craniofacial bone reconstructions. They function
as cores for tissue synthesis which enable cell
division, growth and also facilitate cell
differentiation. It provides conducive mechanical
properties and biomechanical features such as
bio-resorbability, biocompatibility, bioactivity and
porosity of the construct. They can be broadly
classified into natural polymers, synthetic
polymers and bio-ceramics.49 Biomaterials are
commonly required for the reconstruction of the
defects which arise due to trauma, congenital
deformities and post tumour surgery.50
Bio-printing of Bone tissue has mainly
been done using the Extrusion based or laserbased bio-printing modalities using polymeric
hydrogels as a component of the bio-ink. In rapid
prototyping, these scaffolds are often seeded
with osteoprogenitor cells such as adult
adipocyte derived mesenchymal stem cells. They
are infused with growth factors such as bone
morphogenic proteins, fibroblasts and endothelial
Volume ∙ 12 ∙ Number ∙ 3 ∙ 2019
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growth factors that support the maturation of the
stem cells and to lay down the extracellular
matrix51 The maturation process of the infused
scaffold happens in a Bioreactor.52 A Bioreactor
is a system which mimics the native environment
by providing mechanical and biochemical stimuli
that induce the cells to organize uniformly,
differentiate and lay down the extracellular matrix.
This enables the formation of new tissue in the
construct with improved mechanical properties.53
Scaffolds used in rapid prototyping and
additive manufacturing:
Nano-hydroxyapatite scaffolds employing
laser-based bio-printing (LBB) have shown
adequate osteoinductive features, Acellular
dermal matrix with BMP-2, TGF-β2, SDFβ1(DBB) and bioactive glass based scaffolds
have exhibited controllable osteogenesis. However,
the mechanical properties of these scaffolds
seem inferior and demonstrate printability
concerns.19,48,54 This problem seems to be
rectified by extrusion based bioprinting employed
silk fibroin and gelatin scaffolds, Type 1 collagen
and agarose constructs and calcium deficient
hydroxyapatite hybrids.55–57 However, these
scaffolds in turn exhibit individual disadvantages
of different origins. Scaffold free constructs
demonstrate favorable mechanical strength
characteristics right since their fabrication and do
not rely on time-dependent maturation and
development of mechanical properties. However,
the current technology limits the production of
these constructs to small defect sizes.58,59
The most commonly observed limitation is
the release of growth factors within the scaffolds
cannot be regulated.60 Another drawback of
engineering bone tissue is attributed to lack of
neo-vascularization which affects osteogenesis
and host integration.61,62
The porosity of the scaffold material has
been showed to affect osteogenesis and
vascularization. It has been suggested that a
minimum of 100 µm pore size is essential for
diffusion of oxygen and nutrients for maintaining
the cell vitality of the scaffold. Pore size of 200300 µm is considered optimal for bone growth.63
However, increased porosity of the material leads
to decreased mechanical properties. Modulus of
elasticity (MOE) of the mandibular trabecular
bone varies from 3.5 – 240 MPa depending on
the presence or absence of the cortical plates64
with reports of MOE upto 910 Mpa in the midlineramus regions. The hydrogels however have
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MOE values ranging from 300-350 Kpa, thus
necessitating improvements in the mechanical
properties of the bio-printed constructs.65
To tackle these challenges, the upcoming
research has emphasized on use of Bio-printing
technology employing an image analysis system
(CAD) based on computed tomography (CT) or
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the
craniofacial defect.66–68 this allows the designing
of the architecture of the entire graft including the
Nano topography of the scaffold and also the
spatial deposition or printing of different cells in
these scaffolds to generate complex tissues as
dictated by the requirements of the defect. This
process has provided bio-fabrication via precision
printing. Hybrid scaffolds with multi-material Bioinks are being fabricated in attempt to combine
the crypto-biocompatibility of hydrogels with the
superior mechanical properties of synthetic/
polymeric based scaffolds.67,69
Kang et al. developed an integrated tissue
organ printer that engaged Human amniotic fluid
derived stem cell laden multimaterial bio-ink in a
hybrid mixture of Polycaprolactone (PCL),
Pluronic 127 and tricalcium phosphate to
reconstruct human mandible and rat calvarial
defects. Formation of neovascularised healthy
bone in the entire scaffold was reported in vivo.53
Recent studies on hybrid scaffold of
decellularised bone and PCL scaffolds with
fibrinogen and thrombin growth factors exhibited
the regeneration of mineral and collagenous
components on the reconstructed defects and
yielded superior results in comparison to
synthetic scaffolds in rat calvarial defects.70 They
also used these scaffolds to successfully design
customized temporomandibular joint condyles
and concluded that this hybrid scaffold is superior
to pure synthetic scaffolds.
Kuss et al. reported that short term (7-21
days) hypoxic conditioning of PCL/Hydroxypatite
and Stromal vascular fraction cells (SVFC) laden
hydrogel based hybrid bio-ink construct promoted
vascularisation and enhanced integration with
host vasculature. The osteogenic differentiation
potential of the stem cells was not affected in
both in vitro and in vivo testing.71
Temporomandibular joint (TMJ)
Both autogenous and alloplastic materials
have been used in TMJ reconstruction. However,
autogenous grafting is associated with donor site
harvesting causing morbidity and alloplastic
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materials do not exhibit responses towards
chemical and bio-mechanical stimuli in
congruence with native tissues.72 Schek et al. in
2014 used MRI/CT to design the scaffold of the
joint to be reconstructed using biphasic
composite scaffolding of HA and polylactic acid.
They were seeded with chondrocytes in the
polymeric phase and transduced fibroblasts ion
in ceramic phase of the composite scaffold to
produce cartilage and bone simultaneously.73
They concluded that these bi-composite scaffolds
generated osteochondral tissue with vascularized
and organized subchondral bone-cartilage
interphase and is effective in regenerating
osteogenic tissue in situ.
Grayson et al. used image guided
fabrication of anatomical decellularised bone
scaffold which was cultured with human adipose
derived stem cells (hASCs) and subjected to a
customized Bioreactor which enabled controlled
growth and development of the TMJ construct.49
The final results showed that the mechanical
properties and geometry of the final graft was
exactly similar to the native bone with high cell
densities.
Periodontium:
The successful regeneration of the
periodontium involves a coordinated multiresponse from the periodontal fibers, gingiva,
alveolar bone and cementum. Guided tissue
regeneration is the conventional procedure
involving the placement of a barrier membrane in
the periodontal defect site to promote selective
repopulation of the periodontal cells. However,
the clinical outcomes of this method have been
unpredictable.74
Recently, use of multiphasic scaffolds
which consists of a complex construct with
varying microarchitecture such as porosity, pore
organization as well as the chemical composition
has shown promising clinical outcomes, as these
scaffolds closely mimic the native periodontal
architecture.75 Carlo Reis et al. developed a
Polylactide-co-glycolide acid and Calcium
phosphate based bi-layered biomaterial scaffold
which was tested in class II furcation defects in
dogs and reported to enhance cementum, bone
and periodontal fibers insertion.76 Park et al
designed a compartmentalized hybrid scaffold
containing PCL and Polyglycolic acid with a
biomimetic architecture using a computational
CAD/CAM. It was later seeded with Human
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periodontal cells and Ad BMP-7-hAF (Adenovirus
mediated Bone morphogenetic protein and
human amniotic fluid).77 Lee et al. developed a
tri-phasic PCL-HA scaffolds consisting of phase
A for the cementum dentin interphase, phase B
for periodontal fiber attachment and Phase C for
alveolar bone regeneration. Phase A had 100µm
micro-channel supported by Human amelogenin.
Phase B constituted of connective tissue growth
factor and an architecture consisting of 600um
micro-channel. Bone morphogenetic protein
containing phase C construct had 300µm microchannel. Seeding was done with progenitor cells
and on incubation it was found that the same
progenitor cell differentiated and produced
cementum, periodontal and alveolar bone
complex as guided by the scaffold design and
architectural construct.78
Tooth regeneration:
The Adult human dentition exhibits very
limited potential for repair and regeneration. The
current treatment modalities of missing teeth are
based on prosthetic rehabilitation with dentures
or dental implants. The enigma of replacing
missing teeth with complete natural teeth has led
to research on bio-printing technology to
congregate regeneration of edentulous regions.
Nakao et al. developed bioengineered tooth germ
by injecting epithelium and mesenchymal derived
stem cells at high cell densities (5×108 cells/ml)
with a collagen bio-ink. This process exhibited
formation of a tooth germ with cell
compartmentalization between epithelial and
mesenchymal derived cells that were capable of
generating the whole tooth. Later, they
conducted
in-vivo
experimentation
by
transplanting early primordia of an incisor prior to
bell stage partially developed in a sub renal
capsule over a 10 day period, into a cavity
created by extraction of mandibular incisor in
mice which exhibited successful penetration of
nerve fibers and blood vessels.79 In a similar
study conducted by Ikeda et al., one bioengineered molar tooth germ in early bell stage
was successfully implanted into the upper first
molar region in the alveolus of an 8 week old
adult murine transplant model. The bioengineered
tooth
underwent
complete
development similar to that of a natural tooth and
reached the occlusion with identical periodontal
ligament space and constitution.80
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Dental pulp:
Although conventional endodontic therapy
has been successful in treating non-vital teeth
with infected root canals, restitution of complete
healthy pulp tissue is not achieved yet. Bioprinting has given hopes for pulp regeneration.
Constraints while bio-printing of dental pulp is the
limited viability of the cell laden hydrogel material
based construct due to the absence of highly
vascularized network.75
Athirasala and Bertessoni et al. conducted
an in vitro study on extracted adult molar and
premolar teeth to simulate vascularized dental
pulp like tissue constructs in root canals. They
used 10 and 15% Gelma –hydrogel matrix,
seeded with OD 21(odontoblast 21) cells and
endothelial cells which were later incorporated
into an endodontically treated tooth. The OD 21
cells exhibited proliferation towards dentinal walls
which gave rise to monolayers after 7 days. Thus,
a concept was proposed, promising future for
further studies and to achieve a goal of
regeneration of vital pulp tissue.81
Skin:
The human skin is complex arrangement
of different cell types positioned relative to each
other at a high degree of specificity which allows
the various cellular interactions to take place
between each layer giving rise to functionality.
Although at present none of bio-printed skin can
fully mimic native skin in terms of its protective,
regulatory and sensory functions,82 resemblance
of bio-printed skin post maturation shows a
promising future wherein it could serve as
custom tailored autologous grafts for various
defects such as burns, traumatic injuries as well
as surgical deficits. While dealing with large
wounds, the harvesting of skin grafts from donor
sites not only leads to donor site morbidity, also a
large site requirement which unfortunately might
not always be available.83 Koch et al, using Laser
assisted bio-printing, arranged the vital skin cells
(keratinocytes and fibroblasts) embedded in
collagen on a sheet of Matriderm® scaffold to
obtain a skin tissue construct which greatly
resembled native skin.84 Michael et al.,
demonstrated the integration of the bio-printed
skin tissue constructs onto a group of 12 nude
mice which were given an intentional punch
biopsy wound, following which the printed skin
was fixed onto the specimens. The results were
very promising with successful integration of the
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printed skin graft with the surrounding connective
tissue which greatly resembled the native skin
tissue.85
Bio-inks used till date have their own
drawbacks, future research should focus on
fabrication of an ideal bio-ink by combining all the
desirable properties of various existing biomaterials emerging as hybrid Bio-inks. Multimaterial hydrogels and hybrid bio-inks are now
being used to combine the superior printability
and cell interaction features of natural polymers
with the mechanical strength of synthetic
polymers.86 PCL-polyethylene glycol and collagen/
chitosan and have been used in bone regeneration.
Hydrogels incorporating interpenetrating complex
networks of nanoparticles of gelatin, fibrinogen,
hydroxyapatite and glycerol have the potential for
developing bio-ink with enhanced printability
properties along with high cell vitalities, structural
integrity, and mechanical strength after the
printing process.87 To understand the behavior of
the bio-ink and their construct post printing, 3D
printing is now evolving into 4D Bio-printing. In
the later, growth and shape transformation of the
printed tissue constructs can be achieved in
response to various stimuli such as temperature,
light, humidity and magnetic fields. Thus by the
recent advances, shape transformation in the
bio- materials can be added as the fourth
dimension to three dimensional Bio-printing.30
Conclussion
Bio-printing
technology
has
seen
immense development in the past two decades
and its application in the regeneration of defects
in oral and craniofacial region has shown
promising results in animal trials. Prior to further
research and its application to clinical and
chairside treatments, specific Standardization
protocols by regulatory and legal bodies
regarding the Bioprinters, stem cell engineering
are yet to be laid down. Bioprinting and bioink
designing could be established as a field of
scientific specialty in the future oriented towards
craniofacial applications. This gives us hope of a
future where autologous grafts and alloplastic
materials will be replaced by Bioprinted products.
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